VoluMedic OG Releases low cost VoluMedic™ Creative Edition
Graz, Austria – March 1st 2012 – VoluMedic OG, a leading developer of custom LightWave plugins and 3D
graphics software, today released VoluMedic “Creative Edition”, a lower cost version of the award winning
VoluMedic 3.5 that is aimed at the creative-, visual effects- and visualization- markets. “The Creative Edition
of VoluMedic will give users the most outstanding features of VoluMedic, at an unprecedented price of 299,USD”, said Wolfgang Rauter, CEO of VoluMedic OG.
In contrast to many lower cost versions, VoluMedic Creative Edition, or “VoluMedic CE” for short, does not
limit the artist's creativity in any way. In fact it offers more power and flexibility to the artist than any previous
version of VoluMedic until version 3.5.
Like the upcoming VoluMedic 3.5, VoluMedic CE features a new, more powerful volume object type with a
new user interface. This “Complex Object” type is available in addition to the “Standard Object” already
familiar to users of VoluMedic 3.x.
The new object type was specifically created with the needs of the visual artist and creative user in mind and
provides a lot more texturing and animation options than the Standard Object.
Another new feature, the new VoluMedic Procedural texture, allows the mapping of volume data to any
texture channel in LightWave3D, like surfaces, displacement maps, textured motion channels and more.
The new features open a wide range of new applications for one of the industry's most revered volume
rendering tools. In addition to rendering and editing scanned volume data, artists can use procedural textures
to create appealing cloud and smoke effects and create perfectly beveled logos from image maps without
ever having to enter LightWave's modeling application.
Compared to VoluMedic 3.5, the Creative Edition has restrictions in the viewport display and render styles of
the Standard Object. It also lacks tools for measurement and analysis.
There are no restrictions on the Complex Object and all important dataset editing tools are present as well,
including volume painting/sculpting.
About VoluMedic™
VoluMedic is a suite of tools for LightWave3D®, the award winning 3D animation software by NewTek Inc..
VoluMedic and LightWave3D together form a software package capable of loading, manipulating, measuring
and rendering volumetric data from sources such as computed tomography, magnetic resonance
tomography, 3D ultrasound, PET, SPECT, digital microscopy and more.
The vast tool set provided by VoluMedic and LightWave3D is unsurpassed by competing volume
visualization software.
VoluMedic is flexible enough to be used not only for medical visualization, but also for material science, non
destructive testing, forensic animation, biology, geology and even astronomy.
The combination of VoluMedic's excellent software volume renderer and LightWave's industry standard
animation tools, allow VoluMedic to act as a leading tool in award winning TV and film productions, such as
the Emmy award winning documentary "Inside the Living Body" (2008 Emmy for best visual effects in a
documentary) by National Geographic Channel and "CSI:Crime Scene Investigation".
Pricing and Availability
VoluMedic Creative Edition is now available for a suggested retail price of USD 299,- (Euro 229,-),
excluding VAT.

About VoluMedic OG
Funded in 2000, the company quickly evolved from an animation and media production company to a
provider of specialized computer graphics solutions with a focus on the development of volume rendering
software.
The flagship product VoluMedic™, an add- on for the Emmy award winning visual effects software
LightWave3D by NewTek, is a leading software for the import, manipulation, analysis and rendering of three
dimensional volume data. The VoluMedic render- technology can be licensed separately and has been
successfully used in FDA approved medical imaging software. The VoluMedic OG also offers custom
software development services in other fields related to computer graphics.
Clients include AVL- List GmbH, Pioneer Productions, Xvivo, Zizala Lichtsysteme GmbH and Zoic Studios.
About NewTek
With headquarters in San Antonio, Texas, NewTek is a leading provider of full-featured video editing, live
production, presentation and visual effects tools including TriCaster™, VT[5]™, SpeedEDIT™, 3D Arsenal™
and LightWave 3D™.
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